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Summary and Key Findings:

- The seminar opened with four short presentations. Joakim Wernberg talked about the importance of open data and that the more data we have, the more innovation we’ll get. Marek Maciejowski talked about the policy area ‘Health’ and how it helps to raise strategic issues to policy level. Wolfgang Hoffman introduced the Flagship Interreg BSR project BFCC und explained how it is facing the challenge of EU data protection conformance. Finally, Gudrun Mernitz talked about the risk of Antimicrobial Resistance (AMR) and how cross-border Electronic Surveillance could contribute to prevent the spread of AMR.

- The panel discussion opened with the question about problems of cross-border data sharing. The panel explained that there are issues with standardisation and very strict safety regulations. Furthermore, data alone is not enough. It needs to be transformed in-to information. Currently patients are not enough involved in the process of data sharing. The front runner role of Estonia regarding data sharing was highlighted and the big potential for businesses in the field of data sharing. A strong business model for handling eHealth data is still lacking and needs to be developed.

- Another topic which has been addressed is that we should switch from “patients” to “citizens” as not only ill people provide eHealth data. The digital culture in the BSR countries differs a lot and the behaviour towards eHealth would improve if the patients/citizens would be more involved.

- An EU-wide solution (a common EU regulation) has been considered as not realistic in the near future. The BSR as a frontrunner in the area of eHealth can yield as a test-bed for cross-border data sharing and push the topic on EU-level. A strategy is needed to overcome the lack of visibility and also legal clarity in this context. The Estonian EU presidency will push the politician level with the Estonian eHealth declaration which will be published in October 2017.